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ABSTRACT
A systematic method for generating axially symmetric multimonopole 
solutions is presented. The Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommerfield one monopolé and 
a new doubly charged monopolé are obtained via Harrison's Bäcklund transform­
ation.
АННОТАЦИЯ
Развивается метод получения аксиально симметричных многомонопольных ре­
шений. Единичный монополь Богомольного-Прасада-Соммерфильда и новый двукрат­
но заряженный монополь генерируется путем преобразования Бэклунда по Гарри­сону.
KIVONAT
Axiálisan szimmetrikus multimonopolus megoldások generálására alkal­
mas módszert fejlesztünk ki. A Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommerfield egy monopólust 
és egy uj kétszeres töltésű monopólust Harrison Bäcklund transzformációja segítségével generáljuk.
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There has been a recent upsurge of interest in the the­
ory of magnetic monopoles. The existence of static multimonopole 
solutions in an 5U (2) Yang-Mills-Higgs theory in the limit of 
vanishing Higgs potential M  has been conjectured since Manton 
has shown that there are no. long range forces between equally 
charged monopoles Id . Quite recently Taubes has proved the 
existence of such multimonopole solutions [3] • We have shown[4J 
that the Bogomolny Equations for the simplest axially symmetric 
ansatz constructed by Manton [5] reduce to a rather well studied 
equation, the Ernst equation of general relativity ^6] „ For the 
Ernst equation there exist systematic solution generating meth­
ods, such as the inverse scattering method and the Bäcklund 
transformations /ВТ/. In Ref. |д]it was shown how to generate the 
Bogomolny-Prasad-Sommerfield /BPS/ one monopolé /1МР/ solution 
using Bäcklund transformations. Given the fact the BT’s can be 
iterated algebraically,it seems reasonable to hope, that in this 
way one can actually generate multimonopole solutions. The aim , 
of this paper is to show that this is indeed the case, and we 
display below, using our methods, an explicit two monopolé /2МР/ 
solution. Our solution is axially symmetric and corresponds to 
two superimposed monopoles located at the origin.
Manton’s Ansatz in polar coordinates is
Q t= (Oj Ч Л) v )
О, О )  0 , 0 )  C ^
where , and” ^  ф- V/j, are functions
of ^}ъ only. In Ref. M  it was shown that the Bogomolny equa­
tions reduce to
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Ree4e -(Vg)x= о (2)
where 63 + §~ЛЭ§ • The equation (2) is
the so-called Ernst equation. The functions 'S, W v
may be obtained from & in the following way
V  f '4 V * *  < 4 . ч - г ч л
V * * " 1^ *
For details we refer to M  . Now for eq. (2) there are various 
solution generating (group-theoretic or soliton-theoretic) 
techniques: Bäcklund transformations found by Harrison /НВ/[в] 
and Neugebauer /NB/j9] , the inverse scattering method of Belinsky 
and Zakharov /BZ/ [lO] and the integral equation approach devised 
by Hauser and Ernst ^ 11^  . Here we apply the HB transformations to 
generate the IMP and the 2MP solutions from a suitably chosen 
ground state /vacuum/.
To apply the HB transformation one defines from a known 
solution £■ f v'-vV of eq. (2) the quantities
M ° -  i f V  • •г  Z 4 )\ > 'a
3 £ ”3 fc
S ’  35, i S *
and solves the total Riccati equation for the pseudopotential
c v b S S )
■*v 1 К - м ; ч  ♦ =?)}=>?, t
where 1 A ^  w  being an arbitrary
constant.
(3)
M we i f 1 £И л г + S a j
№ -  1 Г  £ •1 * )г j>
(4)
з -
The new /transformed/ M / s  are given in terms of M  ° Cl  andL  ^ J '
^ 1*0 as
WC«v O n 'Л ‘ )  A
A+^CL o "í - A A^  t\\ ч
M  " ' « M K -
"i ^ (
cy (A+^y)
(6)
n ! - t  t±\\% Avíy
However, before entering into the details of generating 
the monopolé solutions, we define the action of the so-called 
Neugebauer-Kramer mapping /I/ jl2] acting on the M ^ ’s which will 
be frequently used in this paper:
1 М , - - м г* ±  ,
IN ,- -»,*■
1 М г- - М д» Ц? b)
I N , - - V  L•Д ■ * 4  ; -  "1 " г u s
It is an advantage of these transformations that they 
act on 3 as "these are in direct connection —  via —
with the fields ф у  • and VJ(. of our interest. The gauge 
invariant length of the Higgs field, IS
Г C  * 'Vf 1г- Ш м д-мгК « Г и 1) (s)
The magnetic charge /п/ can be immediately calculated from Ф г
Ч= !f? U  i (9)
T-Covd.
since the Bogomolny equations are satisfied. The most important 
property of the HB transformations is, that once eq. (5) for 
the pseudopotential cy is solved, the BT’s can be iterated
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algebraically# In fact, let both U aA  } ^  satisfy
eq. (5) with the same 14. N °  but different constants
v/a . As it was shown by Cosgrove jl1^] , the pseudopotential 
for the second HB transformation is given by
This 4- satisfies (5) with t~ Д  and > N° replaced by
М ^ и К Д ) М * >  •
In Ref* [4] the IMP solution was generated from a nat-
, «2.
ural ground state, where qp =• \ /Higgs vacuum/ , with
the aid of the product transformation HI. /We remark here that 
the transformations IH and HI lead to the same results provided 
the parameters are chosen appropriately ./ Here we fellow
the same line of attack, namely, we apply the iterated trans­
formations IHIH to the solution
СЧ)í *  e J 'Vs О
where M °  « ^ * - 7  > N.°* N ! s -
As it is evident from (3) , (|Ll) is a Higgs vacuum too. We note
that in Ref. [4] a different ground state was used to generate 
the IMP, the connection between these two states will be dis­
cussed elsewhere Ы  ■
lb is easy to integrate eq.(5) for the seed solution 
(д), the result is
v  - ^  I ’t  -?•) (12)
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where + <C and is the constant of integratidn.
The transformation IH acts on M° ’s, Ц°’з аз
Ivi m °= í ü
iwvt- ^  U № ,  Л-)1 Av fey. ' 1 '
N
(13)
The following conditions
K m N, •> e. (и)
ensure that the new solution is real. To achive this we choose 
the parameters } w in such a way that the pseudopotential 
be real / cy = Cy /, i»e, W  and \b should be real numbers. 
From this it follows immediately that
r  = r A \ ^ VCV, and -- —1 Avtcy К (15)
Choosing ^ = 0 , from (13) and (8) we obtain the Ф* Of
the well-known BPS IMP
ф 1 «  ^C.oiV> - i t C16)
We now proceed to iterate the IH transformation twice 
to generate the 2MP. Since,in a sense, I and H commute / as it 
was mentioned earlier /, and I =1 which is easily verified from 
(.7^ , in fact, IHIH= H’H , Therefore, to carry out the next step 
of the iteration amounts to replacing Q_ in C6) by cy from 
(lO) and by \-\ ^  • After some algebra
we get
6t<b r  * ii'V-
! \  = ч ч , ^•V a- W k,o- - - - - -  N, +
~ ’Л .
$  - *í
A  * Л  H v W
The reality conditions (14) can be satisfied in two ways:
(l8a)
(l8b)
In both cases |c£c^|» A . (l8a) implies to be real,
which could describe two monopbles located at different points 
of the z-axis. Nevertheless, for these solutions ф 2" is singu­
lar corresponding to infinite energy. This supports the results 
of Refs |l5,l6] stating that there are no axially symmetric 
multimonopole solutions, unless they are located at a single 
point.
The conditions (.18b) are satisfied by the choice:
^л“ 'w * a*i<*3 (b + T12 ) ».To guarantee the
appropriate behaviour on the z-axis we have to choose 
Ъ~ ^  ^ .To calculate explicitely ф2" it proves advanta­
geous to use oblate spheroidal coordinates
+ 1 5 Ч ) - A £ l £ \ • о ' /Vj < CO (19)
l
in terms of which after some straightforward but painful algebra 
we got for our 2MP solution
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Ф  ^ (о( JcoS^I -24jS0v\«A|) +
+ (l- ]г) соеЛ*'*! (°i [ * \ * j*] соеЛ<ч^  - 2^ J +-
^ ^ |ф ^ + Ч ) 003“* 1 SÍV|l»4'V| — ^  (А- ^  ) U>S^c(^ ел\л<4^  j ^
where
3= Ч Ц  * f ) _ Ц М )  tos« 5 ] г (20)
This is the main result of our paper. To illustrate that (201 
really describes a doubly charged monopolé, we present the beha­
viour of our ф г in different characteristic regions. First we
turn our attention to the asymptotic region ^  i‘ oO t
(21}
where t} la the usual polar angle, since the coefficient of the 
—  term in ф  is 4, from &) we obtain for the magnetic
Л
charge n = 2. On the z-axis / ^ e - A / (20J simplifies to
Ф  = (t(XVi^o<^- ■ ^  ^ (22j
(22J shows that at the origin / ^  = 0 / \ Ф  l has n first order
zero. On the z = 0 plane / * - 0 ОГ "Vt s vj /
"1
<фх I ^  + 2. U>b<* 1 L<* J U>5c^ - S U / ^ ] ly*-) i2^
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similarly for f = 0 in (23) , one has to replace f by i -vj .It
is clear from (23) that at the origin has a double zero. To
•a.
ensure that on this plane ф  be free of singularities we had to
fix \
With this choice it is not difficult to prove that the 
denominator in (20) does not vanish away from the z = 0 plane, 
guaranteeing that Ф* is nowhere singular. Similarly, we have 
seen that there are no other zeros of ф  apart from the origin.
Although, in this paper we have presented only the ex— 
plicit ; form of ф  it is not difficult to compute in this gauge 
the components of the vector potential Q using formulae (3), (4), 
(l7) . It immediately follows from the reality conditions (14) 
that йуц is real in this gauge. ,
We remark that the numerical solution of Ref. [16] is 
in qualitative agreement with our result. In the energy density 
there is a bump located roughly at the ring | ^  => 0 . This and 
the fact that the oblate spheroidal coordinate system emerged nat­
urally suggest that the two monopoles strongly deform the field of 
each other. So, it seems reasonable to expect, that the monopoles 
separated by a finite distance are in a sense "pancake-like". Of 
course, this can only be confirmed by finding such an exact solu­
tion, for which one has to abandon axial symmetry £l5,16] . Never­
theless, we hope, that the techniques developped in Ref. [17] 
will be powerful enough to enable one to meet this challenge.
Still within Manton’s Ansatz we have iterated the IH 
transformation three times to construct а ЗЮ3. Properties of this 
solution are under study. The details of the 3MP and of our meth­
od outlined in this paper will be published elsewhere l >  J •
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In conclusion, we have developped a method for genera­
ting axially symmetric multimonopole solutions of the Bogomolny 
equations and displayed the explicit form of the 2MP.
During the completion of our work we got a preprint by 
Ward £l8"] in which he obtained similar result for the 2MP solu­
tion, in particular, our formulae (22) after suitable re­
scaling are identical to his expressions
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